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Domain: DINING OUT EXPERIENCES

People want access to more information
about potential dining experiences

+ time and convenience are key consideration for many diners

Particular challenges navigating around unique
food restrictions & dietary needs

Key Insights:

Recap
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People want access to more information
about potential dining experiences

+ time and convenience are key consideration for many diners

Particular challenges navigating around unique
food restrictions & dietary needs

Service quality

Parking

Reservation systems

Food ingredients

Dietary accommodations

Health & safety measures

Key Insights:

Recap
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Careese
Food content creator

& micro-influencer

"I learn most about people & cultures
through my food experiences."

Key Insights:

Wants to support small businesses 
BUT finds it difficult to find information
& reviews about them online

Hospitality can be a huge game-changer
for dining experiences (can make it or
break it)



Anida
Bay Area local,

avid foodie

"I need to know what I'm going to
order, and then my backup order."

Key Insights:

Waiting time and parking are her
primary considerations, but it's often
hard to find reviews about these

High standards of quality for her meals,
but feels it takes too much time & effort
to pick out choices 'to her taste'



“Vegetarian doesn’t mean you only
eat leaves all day.”

Mugdha
College student,
strict vegetarian

Key Insights:

Frustrated dealing with incorrect food
orders, even after communicating her
dietary restrictions

Lack of alternative options for proteins
(e.g. beans and lentils), most restaurants
only offer vegetables 



Terry
Professional chef 

& entrepreneur

"The more I know about a person, the
better I can craft a menu for them."

Key Insights:

Biggest challenge in cooking is
accommodating everyone 
(food preferences & restrictions)

Lack of feedback from existing diners &
lack of information about potential diners



POVs & HMWs



POV 1

We met Kiara, a Stanford student who has many restrictive food allergies. 

We were surprised to notice that she avoids asking about ingredients and just risks allergic reactions. 

We wonder if this means she’s nervous about inconveniencing restaurant staff or her dining partners. 

It would be game-changing to provide her better certainty of restaurants’ food options and dietary

accommodations before entering.

consumer
centric



HMW

It would be game-changing to provide her better certainty of restaurants’ food options 

and dietary accommodations before entering.

consumer
centric

HMW personalize dish recommendations based on
each customer’s dietary needs and preferences?



POV 2

We met Generous, a Yelp Elite reviewer who enjoys trying new restaurants.

We were surprised to notice that he was previously hesitant to try new cuisines and used to only eat

at the same buffet restaurant.

We wonder if this means he's worried about dealing with more negative dining experiences 

and service issues.

It would be game-changing to provide him with transparency about the "full" 

dining experience ahead of time, including service and hospitality.

curator
centric



HMW

It would be game-changing to provide him with transparency about the "full" 

dining experience ahead of time, including service and hospitality.

HMW make the dining experience at restaurants
as clear as shopping & ordering online?

curator
centric



POV 3

We met Terry, an executive chef with 16 years of culinary experience.

We were surprised to notice that he finds it a challenge to accommodate everyone’s dietary needs,

but still thinks “less” food options are better than “more”.

We wonder if this means he is afraid customers will get overwhelmed with too many options, 

and thinks too many customizations are inefficient.

It would be game-changing to give him the creative freedom to cook what he 

wants while still meeting everyone’s dietary needs.

creator
centric



HMW

It would be game-changing to give him the creative freedom to cook what he 

wants while still meeting everyone’s dietary needs.

HMW make it easier for chefs to get an accurate
sense of their customers' pre-existing preferences?

creator
centric



Solutions &
Prototypes



Prototype 1
HMW personalize dish recommendations based on each customer’s dietary needs and preferences?

Solution:
Gamify the dish selection process!

Assumption:
Customers are typically content to go along with recommendations, as long as it fits their basic
cravings or criteria. 

Customers want to reduce the time & effort it takes to choose appropriate dishes.



Prototype 1
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!



Results
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!

Personalized aspect made it feel like
it was really "for him"

Entering in name
First questions about dietary
needs & cravings

Food lined up with what he was
looking for

Decided to actually order his
recommended dish

Wishes form could remember initial
answers

Saved mental energy but...
Time consuming to fill out dietary
restrictions again for a 2nd
recommendation

Add budget as a factor

Anthony



Results
CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE!

Trouble with Typeform
Wishes it was more user friendly

Users want personalized dining experiences, but not too much extra work 
Remember user profiles

Surprises & New Learnings:

Validity:
Customers are typically content to go along with recommendations, as long
as it fits their basic cravings or criteria. 

Customers want to reduce the time & effort it takes to choose appropriate
dishes.

New: People want more customized and personalized experiences

Anthony



Prototype 2
HMW make the dining experience at restaurants as clear as shopping & ordering online?

Solution:
Allow diners to filter & sort menus!

Assumptions:
Customers want to be able to instantly remove options that don’t fit in their criteria.

Customers want to see as much information as possible about their dishes.
(price, images, ratings & reviews, customization options, etc)



FOOD MEETS ONLINE SHOPPING

Prototype 2



Results
FOOD MEETS ONLINE SHOPPING

Layering different preferences
Can be hard to communicate
multiple restrictions to people

Easy to use
Intuitive functions from online
shopping

Sorting by popularity & reviews
Unable to get that information
from physical paper menus

Feels unnecessarily restrictive to
immediately remove options

Some things can be made without
pork & peanuts, or adjusted

Reviews pre-emptively                   
 biasing his decisions

Yang



Results
FOOD MEETS ONLINE SHOPPING

Less concerns with capability of apps, more about getting confirmation that
adjustments are really made
Even places with ingredient lists don't always mention ALL ingredients
Harder for people adjusting to new lifestyles

Surprises & New Learnings:

Validity:
Customers want to be able to instantly remove options that don’t fit in their
criteria.

Customers want to see as much information as possible about their dishes.
(price, images, ratings & reviews, customization options, etc)

New: People need more assurance that their dietary needs are being met

Yang



Prototype 3
HMW make it easier for chefs to get an accurate sense of their customers' pre-existing preferences?

Solution:
Give chefs more data on their customers! 

Assumption:
Chefs want to get as much feedback and learn as much information about their customers as possible.
(e.g. all data is valuable)



CUSTOMER DATA ANALYTICS

Prototype 3



CUSTOMER DATA ANALYTICS

Results

Daily report with dish breakdown
See which dishes are successful
Can replace less successful dishes

Would be able to order the
appropriate amount of ingredients

Can already see some data on visitors 
Based on student swipes

Can see distribution of dietary
restrictions (if indicated)

Want to hear more about                
 students thoughts rather                     
 than numbers

Raul



Results
FOOD MEETS ONLINE SHOPPING

"Eating is an experience"
Emphasis on Stanford RDE team's attentiveness to dietary restrictions
Want insight into diners' inner thoughts
No formalized way for diners to give feedback

Surprises & New Learnings:

Validity:
Chefs want to get as much feedback and learn as much information about
their customers as possible. (e.g. all data is valuable)

New: Chefs want more detailed quantitative data and qualitative feedback

Raul



Solution

Saves times & effort; filtering through huge menus
Assurance their needs are met

More data about customer preferences & needs
Challenge of accommodating everyone

Provide customized recommendations, based on food preferences &
restrictions, on a per-dish level.

Diners:

Restaurant:



Summary



Key Learnings

People are looking for more
"customized" experiences

Lack of detailed information
(e.g. on a per dish or ingredient
level) is a common challenge

While some functionality &
solutions exist, they're not fully

seen in-practice

We found that consumers and
chefs share similar concerns

about accommodations



Next Steps

Determine what concrete solution
we want to focus on

01

Narrow in on the specific tasks we
want to include02

Continue gathering input on new
assumptions from a diverse group03

Brainstorm more concrete
prototypes04



Thank you!
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